
Casserole Carrier
Moda Toweling is such a versatile fabric. It is 100% cotton and comes in 16" and 18" wide with the long

edges hemmed. It is also available in 60" with unfinished edges.
If you're going to a pot luck dinner or contributing to a holiday gathering, with your favourite dish, then

this carrier will keep your meal toasty warm and safe.
Cover the top of your baking pan and wrap it up in this casserole carrier. The handles make it easy to
carry and it is designed to fit a standard 9" x 13" pan. If you have a larger pan, just make the two

sections a little longer and wider.
Wash it in cold water to keep it clean.

Strips are cut across the width of the fabric.
Use a walking foot when sewing toweling.

Finished Size: 15" x 13" x 2"
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Cutting
* From 18" wide toweling cut:

- one 30" length and trim off the hems
- one 38" length and trim of the hems

* From lining cut:
- 18" strips (x2) then cut:

- 34" long (x1)
- 42" long (x1)

* From binding cut:
- 2 1/2" strips (x5)

* From 1 1/2" wide Boro trim twill tape cut:
- 72" length (x1)

* From insulated batting cut:
- 18" x 34" (x1)
- 18" x 42" (x1)

* From 3/4" wide Velcro cut:
- 4" lengths (x2)

Requirements
18" wide Toweling: 2yds
Lining: 1 1/8yds
Binding: 6"
1 1/2" wide Twill Tape: 2yds
Insulated Batting: 1 1/4yds
3/4" wide Velcro: 10"
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Sewing the Casserole Carrier
1. Place the batting between the toweling and the lining fabric to create 2
rectangles. The lining and batting is bigger than the toweling. Quilt as desired.
2. Trim the quilted pieces to measure:

- 15" x 28" (x1)
- 15" x 36" (x1)

3. Join binding end to end with a diagonal seam. Bind the raw edges of both
quilted rectangles. Fold the binding over to the lining side and hand or machine
stitch.
4. Place the shorter rectangle, lining side up and place the longer
rectangle on top, lining side up, to make a cross shape.
5. Sew the rectangles together through all layers as shown in the
diagram by the dotted line.
6. Sew a 4" length of Velcro to the lining side of the long rectangle 2" in from
each bound edge. Sew the other half of the Velcro to the other end of the
long rectangle, on the toweling side, 2" from the edges.

7. Sew the Boro twill tape end to end, make sure it is not twisted.
Place the tape on the toweling side of the casserole cover, so
the tape is 3" from the binding on the short rectangle, as shown
in the adjacent diagram. Place the seam in the centre. Sew
in place, through all layers, as indicated by the dotted lines.

8. Bake a lasagne, wrap it in your casserole carrier and visit a good friend!

YouTube
Pieces to Treasure

Website
Pieces to Treasure

For sewing with toweling
tips, visit my YouTube

channel.

For patterns and ideas
to embellish this projects

visit my website.

For more ideas using Moda Toweling follow me on Instagram @piecestotreasure
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Gift IdeaBuy a rectangular
casserole tray and arecipe book.Place the book in the

tray and wrap with the
casserole carrier.


